radar in world war ii wikipedia - radar in world war ii greatly influenced many important aspects of the conflict this revolutionary new technology of radio based detection and tracking was used by both the allies and axis powers in world war ii which had evolved independently in a number of nations during the mid 1930s at the outbreak of war in september 1939 both great britain and germany had functioning radar systems, british army officers 1939 1945 p world war ii unit - looking for details on a british army officer not listed here yet just e mail me and i might be able to help out of course any additions corrections etc can also be added, ww2 soviet tanks and armored cars 1928 1945 - from the vehicles captured during civil war to v day in europe a complete overview of all world war two soviet tanks and armored cars, gavin s paratroopers the type of men airborne - the official homepage of the 1st tactical studies group airborne this site contains unclassified non sensitive information this site features information for the airborne special operations infantry community u s army wide our mission is to be a catalyst for positive military reform and excellence realizing the future of war is airborne not seaborne and we need greater shock action, timeline of united states military operations wikipedia - this timeline of united states government military operations based in part on reports by the congressional research service shows the years and places in which u s military units participated in armed conflicts or occupation of foreign territories items in bold are wars most often considered to be major conflicts by historians and the general public, the coming of the cold war 1945 57 britannica com - the coming of the cold war 1945 57 the symbolic first meeting of american and soviet soldiers occurred at torgau ger on april 25 1945 their handshakes and toasts in beer and vodka celebrated their common victory over nazi germany and marked the collapse of old europe altogether but their inarticulate grunts and exaggerated smiles presaged the lack of communication in their, united states navy wikipedia - the united states navy usn is the naval warfare service branch of the united states armed forces and one of the seven uniformed services of the united states it is the largest and most capable navy in the world and it has been estimated that in terms of tonnage of its active battle fleet alone it is larger than the next 13 navies combined which includes 11 u s allies or partner nations, origins articles which explain how and why the us military was involved in the second world war, the air campaign planning for combat - back to awc military theory theorists page the air campaign planning for combat by col john a warden iii national defense university press publication 1988, find a guide the international guild of battlefield guides - i was born just before the second world war and still have some memories of that time jews being hidden by my parents my farther coming back from a concentration camp and the fighting and liberation in april 1945 of my native town groningen in the northern part of the netherlands by the canadian army, the turning point of world war ii historynet com - argument is one of the great pleasures of history join the conversation in the comments below what was the turning point of world war ii is it possible to pick one event great or small in this immense conflict and say this was the decisive moment that s the question i recently posed, historical movies in chronological order vornon johns - iv medieval ages 5th century to early 16th century iv 1 europe iv 1 1 medieval england scotland ireland king arthur boudica 2003 boudica died 60 or 61 ad unites the tribes of briton against the roman invaders the viking queen 1967 druids battle occupying romans in ancient britain boudica like character the eagle 2011 accompanied by his slave a roman journeys to, heavy ordnance catalog oldguns net - heavy ordnance we would be glad to answer any questions about the items we offer you ask by e mail so we will have time to pull items before answering or check with the owner if they are consignment pieces